Clinical management of spasticity
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Physical and pharmacological treatments can reduce pain and discomfort without compromising function

Spasticity is a common symptom seen in many neurological conditions, notably head injury, spinal cord injury, stroke, cerebral palsy, and multiple sclerosis. It is also the dominant feature in several rarer conditions such as tropical and hereditary spastic paraparesis. The fact that it is relevant to many chronic neurological conditions and that the absence of multidisciplinary input can result in progressive disability makes it an ideal model to reflect service provision. In the future more long term care for such patients will be done in primary care and the community. It is therefore essential that a multidisciplinary approach is used with successful liaison between secondary, primary, and social care.

Optimum management of spasticity is dependent on an understanding of its underlying physiology, an awareness of its natural history, an appreciation of the impact on the patient, and a comprehensive approach to minimising that impact which is both multidisciplinary and consistent over time. Regrettably, these essential requirements are rarely met; consequently, inadequately managed spasticity results in a range of painful and disabling sequelae which, with the right approach, are for the most part preventable.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF SPASTICITY AND SPASMS

Stretches reflexes in healthy subjects are complex. At rest the reflex response is mediated through 1A afferents that connect monosynaptically with the parent motor neurone. However, with the muscle activated other reflex components may also be elicited through group II spindle afferents and transcortical pathways. Stretch reflexes are normally modulated by task and during the different phases of walking. Such modulations reflect changes in motoneuronal and spinal cord inhibitory interneuronal activity. This inhibitory influence is in turn controlled by descending and peripheral inputs. In spasticity an enhanced and prolonged response to muscle stretch is seen at rest. Here both group 1A and group II afferents may play a role in eliciting the response, which may be processed by monosynaptic and polysynaptic circuits. Additionally, decreased task and phase dependent modulation of stretch reflexes occurs, reflecting abnormalities of supraspinal control.

Although spasticity is seen after an upper motor neurone (UMN) lesion, the relative importance of individual descending pathways remains unclear. A lack of descending control over spinal cord interneuronal circuits results in a decrease in the effectiveness of spinal inhibitory circuits such as those mediating reciprocal, presynaptic, and recurrent inhibition. However, the slow clinical development of spasticity following a neurological insult argues against simply being a release phenomenon. Recent studies suggest that intrinsic changes in the motor neurone develop over time following a lesion. These result in abnormally long plateau potentials that prolong motor neurone discharge and thus muscle contraction in response to synaptic inputs. Although prolonged motor neurone discharge can occur in healthy subjects, the paucity of inhibitory spinal cord control in people with spasticity means that this activity could, once triggered, continue relatively unabated.

As well as hyperexcitable stretch reflexes, connective tissue changes and abnormal co-contraction can contribute significantly to stiffness. Connective tissue changes can occur without any contracture and the resulting stiffness may vary in a velocity dependent manner similar to spasticity, making it difficult to distinguish clinically between hypertonia of neural and non-neural origin. This distinction is, however, clinically important as the treatment of such stiffness is through physical adjuncts such as stretching and splinting rather than through pharmacological interventions.

Abnormal co-contraction can be seen after stroke during tasks that do not require any joint movement and thus stretch related activity. Co-contraction and excessive muscle activity during movements may therefore reflect deficits in coordination that are independent of any abnormalities in stretch related muscle activation.

Spasms or sudden involuntary, often painful, movements are often included under the umbrella term of spasticity. However, physiologically these appear to be an independent entity. Spasms can be triggered not only by muscle stretch but also through a variety of peripheral, noxious, and visceral afferents. Spasms may be caused by disinhibited polysynaptic reflexes such as the flexor withdrawal reflex, or they may reflect abnormal activity within spinal cord circuits which have the effect of synchronizing the discharge of motor neurones supplying multiple muscles.

Spasticity and spasms are, however, only two of the symptoms of the UMN syndrome; other symptoms such as muscle weakness, decreased postural responses, and reduced dexterity all have an impact on an individual’s function. These features may be independent of each other but it is often difficult to assess the relative contribution each has to reduction in function. For example, in hereditary spastic paraparesis it was often thought that spasticity was the main factor contributing to the abnormal gait, but if spasticity is effectively reduced—for example by intrathecal baclofen—there is often evidence of profound underlying weakness which is clearly contributing to the disability.

THE IMPACT OF SPASTICITY

Spasticity can cause discomfort and stiffness, while spasms can be annoying and painful and may interfere with function. Physical activities such as walking, transferring, picking up objects, washing, dressing, and sexual activity can all be affected. Likewise the ongoing presence of spasticity and spasms can have an emotional impact on, for example, mood, self image, and motivation. Poorly managed spasticity can also be responsible for muscle shortening and the development of tendon and soft tissue contractures, which together with spasms can lead to compromised safety in lying and sitting. Once contractures are present these are often very difficult to treat and can have major functional implications, including difficulties with personal hygiene or dressing, positioning, and at times the inability to sit, which may lead to restricted community mobility and social isolation. In addition, such difficulties can lead to the development of pressure sores, which may increase the risk of infection.

Abbreviations: FES, functional electrical stimulation; UMN, upper motor neurone
severity of spasticity and spasms. A further problem—particularly in children with spasticity, which is often secondary to cerebral palsy—is the failure of normal muscle growth, resulting in a loss of long bones and consequent joint instability and degeneration. Early identification and intervention to treat spasticity and associated symptoms such as spasms can minimize the development of these long term secondary complications. However, it must not be forgotten that spasticity can also be useful, perhaps allowing a person to stand or walk when weakness would not otherwise permit it. With these issues in mind it is imperative that management is always patient and function focused rather than aimed at the reduction of spasticity per se.

**EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT MUST BE SEAMLESS AND MULTIDISCIPLINARY**

There is no agreed evidence based model available for the management of spasticity and much of what is done is based on a logical and pragmatic approach. A key component of management is the education of all involved, including the patient, family, carers, and health professionals. Continuity of care—particularly across the interfaces of primary and secondary care, involving community rehabilitation teams and care agencies—combined with documentation of the evolving impact of spasticity, is necessary to enable ongoing assessment of change and the appropriate choice and timing of any management intervention (fig 1). Whether the impact of spasticity on an individual is mild or severe, it is important that patients are knowledgeable about spasticity, its associated features, and how they can help themselves to manage and prevent symptoms. The trigger and aggravating factors detailed in fig 1 are particularly important as they can exacerbate spasticity and its associated features. Far too often pharmacological treatment is escalated before appropriate strategies to manage bladder and bowel function, skin integrity, soft tissue length, and positioning are instigated. Attention to these simple but essential areas is paramount at all stages of management.

It is often helpful to approach spasticity management according to the level of severity, including points at which intervention is essential to prevent secondary complications (table 1). However, regardless of the level of severity, it is always important to consider triggers and aggravating factors at each stage and determine whether the spasticity is predominantly focal or generalised (fig 1).

**MOVEMENT, EITHER PASSIVE OR ACTIVE, IS ESSENTIAL AT ALL STAGES OF MANAGEMENT**

Maintaining muscle length through passive or active exercise and stretching regimens including standing or splinting can be key to managing spasticity both in the short and the long term. Likewise, attention to posture and positioning, which may include the provision and regular review of seating systems, is paramount in managing severe spasticity. Doctors, physiotherapists, occupational therapists, and nurses across primary and secondary care can play key roles in working with the individual and their carers to assess the degree and impact of spasticity, identify goals of treatment, initiate referrals for specialist advice, implement management programmes, and monitor the effects of such interventions. Effective spasticity management requires clear communication and documentation between the individual and all the services involved in their care.

Short periods of inpatient rehabilitation can also be useful for individuals experiencing changes in their level of function; this may be increasing difficulty with walking or it could be the transition to the safe use of a wheelchair.

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is an adjunct to physiotherapy that can be of benefit to selected individuals who are predominantly affected by UMN pathologies resulting in a dropped foot. In theory this should benefit both the neural (by reciprocal inhibition in antagonistic muscles) and non-neural (lengthening of soleus and gastrocnemius) aspects of spasticity. In a small randomised controlled trial in patients following stroke, the use of FES in combination with physiotherapy was statistically superior to physiotherapy alone.24

**PHARMACOLOGICAL TREATMENT OF SPASTICITY**

Drug treatment can be used for generalised spasticity or targeted to focal problems, and can include agents such as botulinum toxin or intrathecal baclofen and phenol. Botulinum toxin is the most widely used treatment for focal spasticity. The effect of the toxin is to inhibit the release of acetylcholine at the neuromuscular junction. Although this blockade is permanent, the clinical effect of injecting botulinum toxin is reversible because of nerve sprouting and muscle reinnervation, leading to functional recovery of the muscle in a few months.25 It is essential that botulinum toxin injections be given in conjunction with physiotherapy to obtain the maximum benefit. The toxin is injected directly into the targeted muscle and takes 10 to 14 days to have a visible effect. As it is a reversible treatment it may have to be repeated after a few months. Despite randomised controlled trials showing that botulinum toxin is effective in reducing tone,26 there have been few that have shown an improvement in active function, although improvement in passive function—release of kyphosis and scoliosis—and so on—has been demonstrated. A notable exception is the study by Brashear and colleagues, which demonstrated a reduction in spasticity in the wrist and fingers of patients following stroke, together with an improvement in their disability assessment scale.21 The lack of evidence of functional improvement in some studies may be related to poor trial design and the lack of function based outcome measures.22

Local injection of phenol is an alternative option for focal spasticity management. This can be used alone or in combination with botulinum toxin, particularly in children, where small body size restricts the available treatment dose of botulinum toxin. Chemical neurolysis by phenol is irreversible and can be used at several sites. The most commonly used are medial popliteal blocks in the management of children with developing foot deformities, and obturator nerve blocks in ambulatory patients with scissoring gait or for improving sitting posture and ease of perineal hygiene.23

The oral agents most commonly used to treat spasticity are baclofen, tizanidine, benzodiazepines, dantrolene, and gabapentin. There is limited evidence of efficacy in clinical trials. The first four appear to be of similar benefit in multiple sclerosis, although diazepam is less well tolerated than the others. Gabapentin has only been studied in a few short term trials (two to six days).24 With the exception of tizanidine and dantrolene, these drugs act by potentiating the action of the inhibitory neurotransmitter gamma amino butyric acid (GABA). Tizanidine, however, is predominantly an α2 agonist and thus decreases presynaptic activity of the excitatory interneurones. Dantrolene is the only antispasticity treatment that acts primarily on muscle. Through inhibiting calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum it decreases the excitation–coupling reaction involved in muscle contraction.

Unfortunately all drug treatments for spasticity can have side effects, the commonest of which are drowsiness...
and weakness. Of course it is important to recognise that a perceived increase in weakness may actually be a result of unmasking the impairment by removing tone which was functionally useful. To optimise the effects of oral drug treatment it is important to identify appropriate dosage regimens. For instance, if getting out of bed is difficult, the drugs should be left next to the bed and taken immediately on waking, preferably 10 to 20 minutes before getting up. If nocturnal spasms are a particular problem, then increasing night-time doses can be useful.

If oral drug treatment is inadequate at controlling lower limb spasticity or is not tolerated, then intrathecal delivery of baclofen should be considered. The concentration of GABA receptors in the lumbar spinal cord allows very small dosages of baclofen to be effective without causing any systemic side effects. The programmable pump is implanted into the abdomen, from where a catheter conveys the baclofen into the intrathecal space. This is obviously an invasive and relatively expensive treatment which requires careful selection of patients, a trial using a bolus dose of baclofen through a lumbar puncture needle, and significant commitment from patient, not only during the trial and implant phase but also for the ongoing maintenance of regular refills and replacements.

Figure 1  Algorithm for management of spasticity.
Occasionally the measures outlined above are not sufficient to manage severe spasticity causing contractures and preventing carers from seating or hoisting the patient safely, and such patients may be considered for intrathecal phenol treatment. As phenol is a destructive agent which indiscriminately damages motor and sensory nerves, it is reserved for those individuals who do not have any functional movement in the legs, who have lost bladder and bowel function, and who have impaired sensation to the legs. Phenol is injected intrathecally and is prepared in glycerin, which renders it hyperbaric and viscous, thus limiting its spread. Intrathecal phenol can be an effective treatment which, though it requires expert administration, does not have the long term maintenance or cost issues that go with intrathecal baclofen treatment. The effect of a single injection often lasts many months and can be repeated if necessary.21

**MONITORING SPASTICITY**

It is clearly helpful to adopt a management approach that is linked to the severity of the spasticity. However, this implies an accurate and reliable assessment of severity, which is in itself a challenging area. Research is ongoing into different assessment strategies, including gait analysis and biomechanical, neuropsychological, and clinical measurements. The first and best known scale for measuring the degree of spasticity was the Ashworth scale, first developed in 1964 for use in a multiple sclerosis therapeutic trial.20 However, this is a single item scale with poor validity, reliability, and responsiveness.27 Neither is the Ashworth grade influenced by associated features including pain or spasms, or by impact on function; all of which are important issues for the patient. Other clinical scales have been used, including clinician visual analogue scales or self report scales for spasm severity and frequency, though none has been shown to be reliable.20 29 There is thus still a need for development of a valid, responsive, and reliable scale to assess both the severity and the functional impact of spasticity and its associated features.50 In addition to clinical scales, more complex techniques including pendulum tests or gait analysis can be employed, as well as simple goniometers allowing ranges of movement in relevant joints to be recorded and monitored.31 In our experience several measures are necessary to complete a thorough evaluation of the severity and impact of an individual's spasticity. Our battery includes the Ashworth scale, range measures at rest, active movement and full stretch using a goniometer at joints, and measuring the distance between the knees. We also use subjective severity scores of stiffness, clonus, spasms, pain, and overall comfort, a sitting tolerance score, and recordings of a timed 10 metre walk and frequency of falls. Functional difficulties are outlined in a patient tailored goal of treatment form.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Spasticity is one of the components of the UMN syndrome but should not be considered in isolation when it comes to management strategies. It is essential that management targets function and is always patient focused rather than aimed at reducing the degree of spasticity. A management strategy is required, such as that prepared by the Multiple Sclerosis Council for their clinical practice guidelines,32 which incorporates an understanding of spasticity in the context of the UMN syndrome with its

---

**Table 1  Spasticity management according to level of severity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Management Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mild spasticity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Clonus or mild increase in tone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No or minimal loss of range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mild spasms; generally not problematic or affecting function but annoying or inconvenient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis on self management, education, and how to seek help to prevent secondary complications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Highlight potential trigger factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education of secondary complications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stretching: neurophysiologist identifies vulnerable areas and recommends specific, active, and regular stretches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discuss ways of maintaining active movement and modify patterns of movement to minimise increasing spasticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low dose drug treatment targeted at problematic times of the day, with ongoing review and evaluation, maybe beneficial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moderate spasticity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Loss of range of movement and possible contracture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Walking is often effortful, may require aid or wheelchair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Difficulty releasing grip or in hand hygiene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Minor adaptations required for position in lying; t-roll, wedge, pillows, lumbar roll</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis on early identification and treatment of trigger factors, review of self management knowledge, and liaison with team members involved throughout the different health care sectors; maximise the use of oral drugs and consider the use of botulinum toxin if focal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify trigger factors and treat as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Targeted neurophysiotherapy; active stretching, exercise and standing programmes; consider splinting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximise available activity to have a positive impact on function and establish extent to which spasticity and spasms are used to enable effective movement; consider rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accurately document assessments and treatments to enable ongoing evaluation of intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maxime oral drugs and consider if botulinum toxin could be helpful for focal spasticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consider referral to specialist service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Severe spasticity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Marked increase in tone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Loss of range and probable contracture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Often hoisted for transfers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Difficult positioning despite complex seating systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Reduced skin integrity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Often reliant on a catheter and regular enemas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis on maximising use of oral and focal drug treatments while considering use of intrathecal baclofen or phenol; review patient's, carers' and health team management strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify trigger factors and treat as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accurately document assessments and treatments to enable ongoing evaluation of intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess effectiveness of current treatment strategies, modify as appropriate, and consider intrathecal drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If intrathecal drugs are used, review need to reassess seating, transfers, and therapy input; consider rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If treatments are or become ineffective, review management strategies including possibility of surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify trigger factors and treat as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accurately document assessments and treatments to enable ongoing evaluation of intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess effectiveness of current treatment strategies, modify as appropriate, and consider intrathecal drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If intrathecal drugs are used, review need to reassess seating, transfers, and therapy input; consider rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If treatments are or become ineffective, review management strategies including possibility of surgery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cerebral revascularisation

Cerebral revascularisation: where are we now?

P J Kirkpatrick, I Ng

Outcomes may be improved by standardising measurement of CBF and the surgical approach and centralising expertise

Enthusiasm for delivering an alternative blood supply to the brain by surgical means has waxed and waned for over three decades. In situations where a major cerebral vessel is sacrificed for removal of macroscopic pathology (such as a skull base tumour or giant intracranial aneurysm), the need to replace lost cerebral blood flow (CBF) is obvious and often required as part of a staged surgical procedure. In such cases, the need and type of surgical bypass graft (high or low flow) is dictated by the presence or absence of adequate collateral vascular pathways, the design of the circle of Willis, and any extracranial to intracranial (EC-IC) vascular connections. Detailed cranial angiography and observation of the clinical and physiological responses to temporary test occlusion of parent vessels provide the relevant information. When reliably practised, daunting cervical and cranial pathologies can be approached confidently with acceptable morbidity. Although simple in principle, techniques for assessing the need for surgical bypass procedures are not always practised resulting in incomplete treatments, and/or high surgical morbidity from cerebral strokes. Centralisation of expertise and adoption of a more appropriate referral of difficult pathology will serve to address the variation in practice for such cases.
CEREBRAL REvascularisation IN CHRONIC VASCULAR OCCLUSION

A far more intense debate surrounds the indications for cerebral revascularisation in the treatment of chronic vascular occlusive disease. Extracranial atheromatous degenerative vascular disease is by far the commonest pathological entity falling into this group, although intracranial atheroma and chronic inflammatory disease (Moya Moya) is significant in Eastern communities. Patients usually present with neurologi- cal events leading to investigation and identification of occlusive disease. However, unlike stenotic disease, occluded vessels do not attract a high risk of future embolic events. Most patients achieve normal or near normal CBF by means of the aforementioned collaterals. Only a minority of those who survive the occlusion without an immediate major stroke exist in a chronic state of low CBF. Accurate neurological evaluation of the presenting symptoms (retinal v cerebral) is clearly important in practice raised medical concerns, the risk of further clinical events. However, from a clinical and pathophysiological standpoint, these patients should be considered for CBF assessment and cerebral bypass surgery—not for CBF replacement but for CBF augmentation.

WHY THE CONTINUED DEBATE?

Since the first description of an EC-IC bypass procedure by Yasargil, much harm has been done in the wide propagation of the procedure without resort to a sound physiological or clinical substrate, upon which to base the procedure. Most patients presenting with symptomatic carotid occlusive disease accommodate the pathology well; hence, most do not need a cere- bral bypass. Undiscerning surgical practice raised medical concerns, the result was the controversial multicentre Cooperative Study (EC-IC Bypass Study) that failed to observe any benefit from the bypass procedure. The widespread surgical practice of EC-IC bypass collapsed, largely as a result of withdrawal of the funding mechanisms supporting the operation. Those who were more thoughtful in the application of EC-IC bypass procedures dissented. Why was there no selection of patients more suitable for the procedure, particularly those who were clinically symptomatic of cerebral hypoperfusion? Why were so many patients excluded from the study? Was the study cohort largely repre- sented by patients in whom there was uncertainty? Indeed, was the uncertainty principle helpful in this regard? The Cooperative Study addressed only a part of contemporary surgical practice and failed to observe the basic physiological and clinical indications for the operation. A negative result was inevitable.

Some clinical doors remained open. Pioneers of selective EC-IC procedures have accumulated supporting and comp- pelling information addressing a cohort of patients who attract high risks for future stroke, risks that reflect a chronic state of low CBF. Of the variety of techniques used to measure CBF, observations of baseline values are generally unhelpful. Activated studies measuring relative increases in CBF have greater predictive values for identifying those at risk. Hence a number of cerebrovascular reactivity indices have evolved which, although different, point in the same direction—impaired cerebrovascular reactivity is a risk factor for future strokes. Those with negative reactivity on acetazolamide activated xenon computed tomography (CT) have a 12-fold increase in incidence of stroke, and those with an increased oxygen extraction fraction indicating exhausted cerebrovascular reserve (measured using positron emission tomography (PET)) have an increased stroke risk of 30%. Likewise, severely impaired CBF reactivity to carbon dioxide (measured using transcranial Doppler flowmetry) also increases the risk by approximately 30%. Two ongoing randomised trials have adopted different physiological criteria upon which to base surgery. The North American Carotid Occlusion Surgery Study (COSS) is using PET derived oxygen extraction fraction, whereas the Japanese Extracranial to Intracranial Bypass Trial (JET) is using acetazolamide CBF activation measured with either single photon emission CT or xenon CT imaging. JET has already demonstrated significant short term gains for the surgical group, and the imaging modalities adopted have the obvious advantage of far wider clinical availability than PET derived indices. The key questions remaining are:

- What is the threshold for cerebral perfusion that defines the patient at risk?
- Which technique for CBF measurement should be used?
- Which cerebrovascular indices have the greatest sensitivity for prediction of stroke?
- What are the absolute benefits of surgery?
- What surgical procedure is best?
- What rates for poor surgical outcome can be accepted?

Without a universally accepted measurement for CBF, and without adopting a standardised surgical approach, gains for cerebral revascularisation will be dilute, and clinical benefits hard to identify. Similar concerns have already muddied the waters for treatment of other cerebrovascular conditions. Thus in the same way that carotid endarterectomy needs to meet vigorously defined surgical standards, the same will be true for EC-IC bypass. Indeed, more so in the face of a technically far more demanding operation. Low flow bypasses can normalise an abnormal oxygen extraction fraction and regional CBF, and reverse neurocognitive deficits. Hence the technically more demanding high flow bypass (using a saphenous vein or radial artery graft) seems unnecessary when considering an operation to provide CBF augmentation. Less conventional methods for cerebral revascularisation, such as the use of vascular tissues applied directly to the cerebral cortex, require similar physio- logical and clinical scrutiny before their use can be justified.

CONCLUSION

With relatively small numbers of suitable cases, centralisation of expertise would be important for achieving a measure of surgical quality control. Once broad criteria for offering cerebral revascularisation have been accepted and parallel surgical standards defined and met, the thresholds for surgery in individual centres can be developed further. Adoption of a multidisciplinary team approach assists in accurate patient assessment and selection and management of vascular risk factors, and provides an environment for testing novel applications for revascularisation surgery.
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Physiotherapy after stroke: define, divide and conquer

J Marsden, R Greenwood

Assessment of physiotherapy is difficult because of the complexity of the interventions

When rehabilitating people after stroke, physiotherapists often favour a particular ‘approach’. An ‘approach’ is a theoretical construct based on a series of ideas and hypotheses about the retaining of movement that influences the content, structure, and aims of a therapy session. In this edition of the journal (see pp 503–8), van Vliet et al compare two approaches, “motor re-learning” and the “Bobath concept”, the latter presently being the preferred approach within the United Kingdom. The emphasis of “motor re-learning” is on context specific functional training using principles derived from motor learning theory, while that of the Bobath concept is on observational analysis and facilitation of normal movement using principles derived from neurodevelopmental and neuropsychological theory.

van Vliet and colleagues have previously shown that therapy using these two approaches differs, for example in the degree and type of feedback provided and extent to which everyday objects are used during the treatment session. Their single blind randomised controlled trial, which admitted 120 patients within two weeks of stroke, has now shown no differences in sensory-motor impairments or functional outcome between the two interventions up to six months after treatment onset. Whether these findings are the result of fraction in five-year prognosis of major cerebral arterial occlusive diseases. J Neurol 1999; 40: 1992–8.


Stroke
similarities between the two approaches far outweighing their differences or for other reasons is unclear and worthy of further exploration.

THE NEED TO DEFINE THE INTERVENTION
As van Vliet and colleagues observed, interpreting a study of this sort is made difficult by the variability between studies, not only in the content of the intervention itself but also in the context in which the intervention occurs. Physiotherapy interventions of this sort are complex and are "made up of various interconnecting parts." If further studies of this sort are to be done, it will be important to define the practice protocols for each intervention rigorously, in particular how the type and difficulty of tasks used within a treatment session are chosen, and the ways in which treatment is progressed; observational analysis of the different interventions is an important step in this direction.4

Detailed definition of intervention protocols would facilitate study reproduction and comparison, identify the similarities and differences between interventions, and enable investigation of the effects of other variables such as the onset and intensity of treatment. Intensity of treatment is not necessarily the same as the duration of treatment, as an equivalence of treatment time between interventions may not guarantee an equivalence of treatment intensity. Future protocols should not only aim to define the components of a treatment session but also to define how the practice session is scheduled as this may be important in optimising the learning of a motor task. Factors such the type and frequency of feedback and whether different tasks are practiced consecutively or their practice order randomised may affect the rate and extent to which a task is learnt, as well as the extent to which it may generalise to novel environmental situations both in health and after stroke.3,4

Given the wide differences in the severity and types of functional deficit after stroke, and the ever evolving ethos of the different approaches, formulating such protocols will be difficult. In addition, the other interventions and activities that occur outside the daily ~30 minute therapy session may have a significant impact, to the extent that differences in the efficacy of one physiotherapy approach over another may be swamped by the similarities in activities that occur for the remaining ~98% of the time. How studies can avoid this "noise" needs exploration.

THE NEED TO ASSESS COMPONENTS OF AN INTERVENTION
The stroke population studied by van Vliet was heterogeneous, reflecting that seen in clinical practice. Such a holistic approach may overlook some of the intricacies of an approach. The different components of each approach are largely based on the theoretical construct with which it is underpinned: the effects of each component have been explored very little even in small proof of principle studies. The efficacy of different approaches and their components may be dependent on stroke pathology and the presenting impairments. Furthermore, a more detailed biomechanical assessment may reveal differences in the effects of two approaches. Although such differences may not be regarded as important unless they are revealed in snapshots of functional outcome, differences in movement patterns, and in particular movement efficiency, may be important for the ability to perform a task repetitively, as is required for everyday functioning, or for the gradual acquisition of a skill over a protracted period.

Thus two research strands are required to improve our current physiotherapy practice: first a top down, holistic approach, in which the practice content, schedule, and intensity are defined within the context of an overall standardised treatment package; second, a bottom up, reductionist approach where individual components of an intervention are assessed on specific patient populations in a hypothesis driven manner. As highlighted by van Vliet et al., one disadvantage of a reductionist approach is that it neglects potentially important interactions between treatment techniques, emphasising the need for a combined approach.
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A failure to communicate: patients with cerebral aneurysms and vascular neurosurgeons

D Leys, J-P Lejeune, J-P Pruvo

Many patients have an inaccurate understanding of their treatment plan

In the paper by King et al (this issue, pp 550–4), an analysis of the communication between neurosurgeons and their patients with unruptured aneurysms was conducted immediately after an outpatient appointment in a neurosurgery clinic. Many patients had an inaccurate understanding of their treatment plan, and an exaggerated sense of the risks of treatments and of the disease. Despite methodological limitations discussed by the authors, the results of this study are consistent with those found in other specialties.

Communication is of special importance whenever there is a choice between two therapeutic options—that is, when the decision depends mainly on the patient’s preference. Practitioners should be sure that their information was correctly understood. This holds true especially when the event we want to prevent is potentially devastating, the therapeutic options invasive and risky, leading to irreversible changes, and the risk of spontaneous occurrence of this event is low. Beside unruptured aneurysms, this situation is also met, for example, in carotid surgery for asymptomatic stenosis, interventional radiology for arteriovenous malformations that have never bled, asymptomatic cavernomas, and asymptomatic meningiomas.

The quality of the information is crucial because the relation between doctors and patients has changed: years ago, doctors used to decide what they felt to be the best option for their patient. Nowadays, when there is no emergency they have to explain the various options and their advantages and disadvantages, and finally the patient decides. This is an improvement for the quality of care, but unfortunately the last step is still missing: it is necessary to check carefully the patient’s level of knowledge before they take a decision, otherwise their decision may be inappropriate.

To increase the quality of the information, seven actions can be recommended: (1) encourage randomised clinical trials for any clinical situation frequent enough, where there is uncertainty, to provide patients with more reliable information; (2) never ask the patient to take a decision immediately when there is no emergency; (3) organise a visit with a practitioner who is not personally involved in the techniques and has neither preference nor reluctance for one or other technique, for instance a neurologist; (4) explain the issue to the general practitioner and involve them in the discussion; (5) check whether patients have really understood the discussion, especially when they have a low level of education; (6) bear in mind that patients are always more pessimistic for their own health and exaggerate the risks of the disease (possibly leading to an inappropriate wish to be treated) and of the treatments (possibly leading to an inappropriate refusal of invasive options); (7) bear in mind that urgent decisions reduce the level of anxiety in the practitioner but are major obstacles to a multidisciplinary approach, which is the best guarantee of providing balanced information.
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and evaluations limited to a bedside assessment.

The study by Carter et al utilised the Kilifi District Hospital database to identify survivors of severe malaria in rural Kenya. Subjects had experienced either cerebral malaria (CM) (peripheral parasitemia plus ≥4 hours of coma) or malaria with complicated seizures (M/S) (peripheral parasitemia plus multiple, prolonged, or focal seizures). A comparison group comprised of age matched children was identified from a census of the catchment region. Follow-up occurred up to 9 years after the infection. All study subjects underwent neurologic assessments, including standardised cognitive testing validated in this population. The findings were striking. Impairments were identified in 24% of CM and M/S children compared with 10% of the comparison population. Among impaired children, multiple impairments were also more common among CM (42%) and M/S (30%) than the comparison group (22%). Furthermore, a subpopulation of impaired children with CM or M/S were particularly devastated with language and attention deficits too severe to allow testing.

In this observational study, preexisting neurologic abnormalities that predisposed to M/S cannot be excluded. Children with underlying brain abnormalities would be more likely to present with complicated seizures in the setting of malaria and hyperthermia. Among the CM group, the possibility of subtle status epilepticus related to premorbid “bad brain” is difficult to eliminate. The only published work systematically studying EEG in CM reported 23% of cases exhibiting sub-clinical electrographic seizures.9 Regardless of these limitations, this work should increase awareness of the potential for childhood malaria to produce chronic neurologic disorders.

Neuropsychiatric disorders comprise 10% of the global burden of disease and the developing world is disproportionately affected.10 Severe malaria may be contributing to this burden. Could interventions aimed at neuroprotection reduce the incidence of neurologic sequelae in this population? Since severe malaria survivors almost certainly have received medical care, an intervention to diminish the damage could be broadly applied. Moreover, survivors with cognitive deficits would benefit from educational and rehabilitation services. Further work including prospective, observational studies are needed to delineate the full burden of severe malaria sequelae, increase our understanding of how malaria contributes to neurologic problems, and to begin to develop interventions that may alleviate the burden of central nervous system injuries resulting from this common infection.
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